Bank of America
92 Ames St., Cambridge, MA
CUSTOM Dng - HORIZONTAL WALL SIGN (37.33 SF)
QTY: 1

STANDARD SPS - SEE COLOR SPECIFICATION LIBRARY

ELECTRICAL

LEDS
Aglight LS-PROCLR-TRD-2BS (RED)
Aglight LS-PROCLR-BLU-2BS (BLUE)

P.S.
AGLIGHT 1.B.D.

AMPS
TED

V.A.
120 VOLTS

W. TED

CIRCUITS
1-20 AMP

THIS SIGN TO BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF ARTICLE 600 OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LOCAL CODES. THIS INCLUDES PROPER GROUNDING AND BONDING OF SIGN.

TOLERANCE: ± 1/16” ON ALL DIMENSIONS

USE WHITE SILICONE TO CONCEAL LIGHT LEAKS

NOTE: LETTER LAYOUT SHOWN FOR GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION ONLY. SEE ARTWORK FOR PRODUCTION.

DESIGN LOADS:
115 MPH WIND LOAD
RISK CATEGORY II EXPOSURE C
2012 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE, ASCE 7-10

WEIGHT
ESTIMATED SIGN WEIGHT:
LB

SECTION

ANCHOR TYPE
Ø1/2” SLEEVE ANCHOR 
(3/8” BOLT, 2” MINIMUM EMERGENT)
Ø3/8” EXPANSION ANCHOR, 2 1/2” MINIMUM EMERGENT
Ø3/8” THREADED ROD
Ø3/8” THREADED ROD w/ALUMINUM OR PVC COMPRESSION SLEEVE

WALL TYPE
CLN, BRICK
PRE-CAST CONCRETE, CONCRETE
WOOD, CONCRETE BLOCK, EFS WALL SYSTEMS
LEFS WALL w/ FOAM INSULATION

MOUNTING OPTIONS

RECOMMENDATION

Drawing prepared for Bank of America

Location:
88 Ames Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

File Path:
ActiviBANKSVB_Bank_of_America_2018/Locations/4305_88111_Cambridge_MA_R4.dod
2 CUSTOM OPEN SIDES FLAT AWNING
QTY: 1
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

STANDARD SPECS - SEE COLOR SPECIFICATION LIBRARY
ACTUAL FABRICATION SPECS TBD.

3 CUSTOM ENTERPRISE BANNER
QTY: 2
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

STANDARD SPECS - SEE COLOR SPECIFICATION LIBRARY
ACTUAL FABRICATION SPECS TBD.
CUSTOM S/F FACE LIT ML BULL SUSPENDED SIGN

QTY: 1

STANDARD SPECS - SEE COLOR SPECIFICATION LIBRARY
ACTUAL FABRICATION SPEC TB

ELEVATION - EXTERIOR LAYOUT VIEW

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"
WARNING
All Activities will be Recorded to Aid in the Prosecution of Any Crime Committed Against This Facility.

SECURITY CAMERA VINYL
QTY: 1
VINYL SHOULD BE MOUNTED 1” FROM MULLION
FIRST SURFACE APPLICATION

MATERIALS/APPLICATION
Vinyl applications are to serve as alternates for Wall Signs where existing conditions are not ideal or prohibited. Standard window vinyl art (white letters) have been created for use on windows next to entrance doors.
MLISP-625-S-AL INTERIOR SUITE PLAQUE

QTY 1

STANDARD SPECS - SEE COLOR SPECIFICATION LIBRARY

ADDRESS FONT: FRANKLIN GOTHIC DEMI CONDENSED

ELEVATION

Scale: 3"=1'-0"

Location key

Scale: not to scale
14317 Boylston Street

Friday, September 07, 2018

Current Weather: Overcast

Wind Speed: 11.5 mph / Humidity: 63% / Visibility: 10.00 mi

Today | Sat  | Sun  | Mon  | Tues | Wed
---    | ---  | ---  | ---  | ---  | ---
Cloudy | Cloud | Sun  | Cloud | 82°  | 82°
73°    | 71°   | 66°  | 71°   | 82°  | 82°

16721 Back Bay
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